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Recently, with the large-scale adoption of social media, people have begun to express their opinion on these
sites in the form of reviews. Potential consumers are often forced to wade through a massive amount of reviews to make an informed decision. Sentiment analysis has become a fast and effective way to gauge consumers’ opinions automatically. However, such analysis often requires a tedious process of manual annotation of
extensive training examples or manually crafted lexicon to find Semantic Orientation (SO) of online reviews.
In this paper, we present a method to automate the laborious process of labeling extensive textual data in an
unsupervised, domain-independent, and scalable manner. The proposed method combines the lexicon-based
and Web-based Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) statistics to find the Semantic Orientation (SO) of opinion expressed in a review. Based on the proposed method, a system called Domain-Independent Automatic Labeling System (DIALS) has been implemented, which takes a collection of text from any domain as input and
generates a fully labeled dataset without any manual intervention. The result generated can be used to track
and summarize the online discussion and/or use to train any classifier in the next stage of development. The
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effectiveness of the system is tested by comparing its results with baseline machine learning and lexicon-based
methods. Experiments on cross-domain datasets have shown that the proposed system consistently showed
improved recall and accuracy as compared to baseline machine learning and lexicon-based methods.
KEYWORDS: Information retrieval; Sentiment analysis; Unsupervised learning.

1. Introduction
Recent advancements in the Internet, social media
and mobile devices have changed the way how information is produced, transferred, and consumed. Business organizations are using various social sites such
as Facebook and Twitter to interact with customers
to provide various services. Consumers are increasingly using these sites to search for information and
to make purchase decisions. As a result, a massive
amount of user-generated content in the form of
posts, blogs, comments, and reviews is available on
various online sites and has established the connection between a product manufacturer and its customers. Business owners can use such information
to gauge public opinion to improve their services. Users can use the information to tap into the wisdom of
crowds for informed decisions making. However, it is
often hard to wade through a massive amount of data
to find valuable insight from the enormous amount of
continuously changing data. This problem has raised
a question of how to overcome information overload
and provide a rich and coherent user experience.
This question has opened a vibrant venue for mining
and analyzing online reviews. Previous studies have
shown that there is a need to continuously collect,
monitor, analyze, summarize, and visualize relevant
information from these reviews to derive actionable
insights. Therefore, companies have started analyzing online discussion to perform analytics such as
sentiment analysis, opinion mining [19], topic modeling, and trend analysis [9, 27] to get valuable insight to
improve product and service according to customer
expectations.
However, it is often hard and very challenging for the
research community to come up with precise scientific and intelligent methods to analyze and find meaningful insight due to the inherent complexities of processing natural language. By considering the fact that
in today’s competitive business environment, one of
the major concerns of each company is to understand
their customer’s satisfaction. To measure custom-

er satisfaction, companies have been using different
tools to automatically collect customers’ feedback
and categorize them into different polarities such as
positive, negative, and neutral and then take appropriate action on time. Such a research problem is
known as sentiment analysis, opinion mining, review
mining, and opinion extraction [19]. Previously, much
research has been done by industry and academia in
this area [19, 20]; however, monitoring opinion sites
to distill the information contained in them remains
a challenging task due to the proliferation of different
opinion sites and inherent complexities of Natural
Language Processing (NLP).
In this research project, we have proposed a multistage generalized social media analytical framework
to continuously monitor and analyze business-related
activities to support the exploration of unstructured
data and transforming it into an actionable business
insight to facilitate various business-related applications. The framework aims to integrate appropriate
natural language processing, information retrieval,
advanced semantic, and machine learning technique
to extract and represent valuable knowledge for automated inference and reasoning. As a part of the larger
project, in this paper, we present a domain-independent automatic labeling system to find the semantic
orientation of online reviews automatically.
Previously, a large amount of work has been done on
sentiment analysis by mainly using two popular methods, i.e., lexicon-based and machine learning-based.
Lexicon-based methods use a set of opinion words
or phrases with known orientation to determine the
sentiment orientation of unknown documents or sentences, however, due to the opposite orientation of the
same words in different domains as well as unavailability of comprehensive opinion lexicon the task of
sentiment analysis is still a challenge. More information on using the lexicon-based approach is available in Liu’s book [19]. In machine learning-based
techniques, the text is transformed into features to
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train the classifier. Many techniques used supervised
learning algorithms such as decision tree, naïve based,
deep learning, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to
classify the text into a positive or negative class [43].
For supervised classification algorithms, the classifier needs to train using labeled examples from the
source domain and then use the classifier to label new
examples from the target domain. Studies have shown
that supervised learning techniques achieved better
performance than lexicon-based approaches [30].
However, labeling training data is time-consuming
and labor-intensive. Also, a classifier trained on one
domain often performs poorly on another domain;
therefore, for each domain manual labeling of thousands of examples set is required to train a classifier.
Hence, supervised learning algorithms have difficulty
in scaling up to a large number of applications.
On the other hand, lexicon-based approaches depend
on the presence of predefined words in the lexicon
with a known SO to determine the SO of the unseen
sentence or a document. These approaches are often
constrained by the level of richness of the underlying
dictionaries, such as language constructs, rules, and
usage patterns. It takes strenuous manual annotation
to develop such a dictionary, which causes significant
difficulties for existing lexicon-based methods. As a
result, lexicon-based approaches suffer through low
recall, by incorrectly classifying unseen text, if some
words in a text are not found in a predefined lexicon.
In this research, we have proposed a bootstrapping approach to annotate and label the given dataset by integrating lexicon-based and Web-based PMI-statistics
to compute the SO of a given review text iteratively. The
integration of lexicon with the Web corpus improves
the accuracy of classification by calculating the semantic orientation of words not available in the predefined
dictionary using PMI measures. Hence, our iterative
approach is capable of incrementally augmenting the
original lexical database with unknown words along
with their SO values. Furthermore, we also adapted the
PMI measure in such a way that it can be used to dynamically build a phrasal database (phases with their
SO values) iteratively as well. The current implementation of the Domain-Independent Automatic Labeling System (DIALS) works as follows:
In the first phase, the sentiment orientation of reviews is identified using the predefined lexicon. We
have used sentiment lexicon provided by Liu Bing
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[19, 20] to identify document-level sentiment where
each review is treated as a document. Hu and Liu [15]
proposed an iterative algorithm solely using the synonyms and antonyms relationships available in the
WordNet to populate their seeded lexicon. However,
not every word and phrase can be resolved using such
synset relationships. If such a case is encountered, Hu
and Liu proposed that the particular word or phrase
is simply discarded or labeled manually. Such an approach is not suitable for DIALS as it needs to find a
sensible mechanism to deal with the unknown words
to incrementally augment the initial lexical database
continuously. To address this problem, we have used
Web corpus to find the SO of unknown words using a
modified measure as proposed in Turney [41]. When
DIALS encounters an unknown word, it automatically constructs a query using the unknown word along
with a set of positive and negative reference words
using a search engine to estimate the PMI-like semantic orientation. Such queries try to find the co-occurrence of the unknown word in positive and negative context with a list of positive reference words
randomly selected from predefined lexicon such as
“excellent”, “awesome”, “wonderful” and negative reference word such as “poor”, “creepy”, “terrible”. We
adopted the association of unknown words the positive and negative reference words by considering the
fact that if unknown words frequently appear together with extreme positive or negative words, they are
likely to have the same polarity as evident in Turney’s
work [41]. The system then estimates the SO of unknown words based on pointwise mutual information between unknown and reference words. In the
next step, the system calculates SO of each review by
aggregating SO of each word in a review. The system
also adds such unknown words with their SO value in
the existing lexical database iteratively. In this way,
when the system is deployed in a specific application
domain, the initial lexicon would grow over time with
domain-specific words and phrases, which would
subsequently reduce the likelihood of using the Web
corpus via the search engine (this would mitigate the
performance overhead in labeling large datasets).
The advantage of the proposed system is that it does
not need intensive linguistic analysis and manual labeling. Hence, it is a fully automated, unsupervised,
and domain-independent since it does not require domain-specific labeled data to train any classifier for a
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new domain as it is done in a supervised learning approach. The proposed system can be deployed to any
business application (without any further development), where automatic tracking of online discussion
is required. The output of DIALS can be used in many
NLP applications: for example, to produce a summary of opinions on underlying product or service such
as, we can show how many reviews express negative
opinions and how many reviews express positive
opinions; how sentiment changes over time; to generate a structured summary from unstructured texts.
The research community can also use the output of
DIALS for quickly labeling a large collection of text
from any domain to build supervised learning models
in the next phase of development.

2. Related Work
Several studies have been done in the field of text
mining, e.g., classifying text according to document
source information, such as author and publisher [18,
36, 39]. Another related area is classifying documents
according to the genre, where subjective features are
used to categorize into distinct genres, such as “editorial”, “novel”, “news”, etc. [12, 16, 37]. Other explicitly
attempts have been made on sentence subjectivity
classification using features that indicate whether
the sentence is subjective or objective [3, 7, 34]. While
these techniques for genre classification and subjectivity analysis can be used to categorize documents
that express an opinion, however, these techniques do
not determine our classification task of finding the semantic orientation of opinion being expressed.
This section of this paper only reflects the most relevant research, which has been focused on the classification of text based on Semantic Orientation (SO).
Two main approaches, i.e., lexicon-based and machine learning, have been commonly used in literature to identify SO of a document.
Lexicon-based approach [15, 38] uses a dictionary of
opinion words to determines the polarity of opinion
by using features of sentiment words or phrases in a
document, also called unsupervised learning method.
Opinion words are the words used to express positive or negative orientation, such as “excellent” and
“poor”. Lexicon-based methods depend on the presence of predefined words in the lexicon with a known
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semantic orientation to determine the polarity of the
unseen sentence or document. However, the presence
of sentiment orientation of each word from the given
text or sentence in the lexicon is not possible, due to
the varied and changing nature of the language used
in reviews from different domains. Therefore, lexicon-based approaches suffer through low recall.
Machine learning-based approaches consider sentiment analysis as a text classification problem, and any
existing supervised learning method can be directly
applied by using syntactic and/or linguistic features
[21]. Most techniques use some form of supervised
learning by applying different learning techniques
such as Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Maximum Entropy (ME) and/or Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[30, 43]. These techniques typically train sentiment
classifiers using features such as term frequencies,
Part of Speech (POS) tagging, semantic and syntactic features, etc. Pang et al. [30] took this approach
to classify movie reviews into positive and negative
classes. It has been observed that Naïve Bayes and
SVM performed very well by using unigrams bag of
words as features in classification. In subsequent
studies, many more features and learning algorithms
have been tried by the researchers. The key in subsequent research is to improve sentiment classification
by effectively engineering feature sets, like in many
supervised learning algorithms. For example, Gamon [13] used supervised learning to classify customer feedback, which is short and noisy as compared to
reviews. They used deep linguistic features combined
with feature reduction techniques to train the SVM
classifier. These features included Part of Speech
(POS) trigram, structural patterns in the phrase tree,
POS combined with semantic relation, and logical
features such as tense information and transitivity of predicates. Results showed that deep linguistic
features improve the classification accuracy of noisy
data as compared to using only surface-level features
such as n-gram.
Similarly, Mullen and Collier [26] used enriched
feature sets combined with n-gram to compute sentiment orientation of words. These additional features include computation of sentiment orientation
of word and/or phrase using PMI [41], adjective value
identification using three factors such as strong or
weak, good or bad, active or passive and calculation
of semantic orientation of the words or phrase that
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are within k words proximity or sentence proximity
that mention the entities being reviewed. These additional features have shown some improvements over
unigram but not shown a big difference in terms of
accuracy.
Mejova and Srinivasan [22] explored various feature
definition and selection strategies for sentiment polarity classification. In the first step, they tested term
frequency versus binary weighting, negation-enriched features, n-grams, or phrases. Afterward, they
moved to feature selection using frequency-based vocabulary trimming, part-of-speech, and lexicon selection. Results showed that for a lager dataset classifier
trained on a small number of features outperformed
the classifier trained on all features.
In the above machine learning approaches, the classifiers built on supervised learning methods achieved
quite a high accuracy to correctly classify an unknown text [2, 5, 6, 8]. These approaches used a labeled dataset to train the classifier to predict the label
of new unseen data, which is time-consuming and
difficult. Moreover, supervised learning is highly domain-dependent, a classifier trains on one domain
may perform very poorly in another domain. Therefore, supervised learning methods are not suitable
for sentiment analysis on social sites, where virtually people can post about any domain. As compared
to these approaches, our approach is fully automated
and does not need any linguistic knowledge or human
interaction to annotate or label the data. Moreover,
it can be applied to any domain without the need to
build training data for each domain separately due
to the integration of a massive corpus in the form of
a web search.
To avoid the tedious job of manual labeling, researchers have introduced various learning methods to
automate or semi-automate the process of labeling
example sets. A closely related work is introduced
by Zhang et al. [44], where they proposed a hybrid
method by using the lexicon and supervised learning
to classify tweets into positive or negative. First, the
lexicon-based method is used to label the initial tweet
sets, and then the results are manually augmented
with the sentiment indicators. In the next step, augmented results are used to tag the remaining tweets,
then the next iteration starts. Afterward, labeled
tweets are used to train the classifier model SVM;
once the model is trained, it is used to identify the sen-
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timent associated with new unseen tweets automatically. Another related study is reported in [42], which
used a subjectivity lexicon by compiling a dictionary
of subjective words and used rule-based classifiers to
identify training data for sentence-level subjectivity
classification. The classifier classifies a sentence if
it contains two or more strong subjective clues; otherwise, it does not label the data. SO-CAL is yet another lexicon-based method proposed by Taboada
et al. [38]. SO-CAL uses a dictionary of sentiment
words and phrases with their associated orientation
and strength to compute sentiment scores. However, constructing the lexicon covering all opinionated
English words is practically infeasible. Hence, these
systems suffer through low recall, if words from given
texts are not available in the predefined lexicon. In the
proposed method, we addressed this problem of a low
recall by integrating the Web as a massive text corpus
and the use of Web PMI to compute the semantic orientation of unknown words.
An integrated approach of the lexicon and self-learning method is proposed by Qiu et al. [33]. They first
used a lexicon-based method to classify some reviews
initially, and then more reviews are classified through
negative/positive ratio control. Afterward, the supervised classifier is trained by taking some reviews classified in the first phase as training data. The advantage of this method is that it does not need any manual
labeling; however, by relying only on the lexicon, the
opinionated reviews with the words not available
in lexicon classified as neutral. As compared to this,
our proposed approach uses additional features to
construct a set of queries to search co-occurrence of
unknown words with positive and negative reference
through Web search and iteratively add new words in
the underlying predefined lexicon.
Tong [40] proposed a lexicon-based method to track
online discussion about a movie and display a plot on
the numbers of positive and negative sentiment over
time scale. They prepared a specialized lexicon tagged
with positive and negative phrases such as “wonderful visuals”, “great acting”, “uneven editing”. New
reviews are classified by looking for specific phrases
available in the lexicon. Each phrase must be manually added in the unique lexicon and manually tagged
as positive or negative. The lexicon is domain-dependent (e.g., movies), and it must be rebuilt to apply for a
new domain. In contrast, our system does not require
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any manual annotation and can be easily adaptable
to any new domain without any further human intervention.
Hu and Liu [15] proposed a bootstrapping process to
find the SO of a sentence. They created a small list of
seed adjectives with positive and negative labels and
used WordNet synset relationship to grow the seeded list. An iterative process is used to calculate the
SO of a sentence by first mining the product features
on which review is expressed and then extract adjectives words on those features. Each target adjective is
then searched in Wordnet for the synset and antonym
set; if the target adjective’s synset/antonym set has
known orientation in the seed list, then the orientation of the target adjective is set same as the synset or
opposite of antonym set. The process continues until
the SO of all target words is found. Their iterative
algorithm solely using the synonyms and antonyms
relationships available in the WordNet to populate
their seeded lexicon. For those adjectives that WordNet cannot recognize are discarded (or manually labeled). Such an approach is not suitable for DIALS as
it needs to find a sensible mechanism to deal with the
unknown words to incrementally augment the initial
lexical database continuously.
We have found Turney’s [41] used a unique way to
compute the SO of a review using Web-based PMI
statistics. He applied an unsupervised learning technique based on the mutual information between the
document’s phrases and the words “excellent” and
“poor”, where the mutual information is computed
using statistics gathered by a search engine. The algorithm performs well, but it is designed for classifying the given review as positive or negative on the go;
however, this work does not calculate the SO of words
or phrases. To calculate the SO of unknown words,
we used a variant of Turney’s approach by randomly selecting positive and negative reference words
from initial lexical database such as “excellent”, “awesome”, “wonderful” etc. for positive reference words
and “poor”, “creepy”, “terrible” etc. for negative reference words. The system then issues a set of search engine queries to find the co-occurrence of an unknown
these reference words. The SO of the unknown word
is then calculated by using mutual information statistics gathered by the search engine and inserted into
the initial lexical database. Hence the initial lexical
database grows over time with more domain-specific
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words and phrases. Calculating the SO of words and
phrases is paramount in our case since our purpose
is to create a single lexical database used to classify
text from large scale social sites instead of using Webbased PMI statistics to classify text as Turney did.
Furthermore, Turney’s original approach requires
Web search for any review with an unknown word,
which admittedly creates a performance bottleneck.
In contrast, DIALS adaptation of PMI-based SO estimation is to augment the lexical database not to use
for text classification. Therefore, as compared to Turney’s work, our adaptation of PMI measure to estimate SO for unknown words reduces the time needed
to process new social datasets.
Most of the previous research explained above are
fully or partially dependent on prior knowledge and/
or manual augmentation. The proposed system is
a hybrid approach which integrates lexicon-based
and Web-based PMI statistics to iteratively augment
the initial lexical database with more domain-specific word and phrases, hence eliminated the need
for any domain-specific prior knowledge or manual
augmentation. Additionally, the lexicon is dynamic
and update incrementally with the domain-specific
knowledge instead of just using a static lexicon used
in most of the previously reported work. Moreover,
high recall is achieved by iteratively updating the lexicon with domain-specific knowledge, unlike other
lexicon-based approaches, which either incorrectly
labeled, classified as neutral, or ignored those reviews
whose words are not found in the predefined lexicon.

3. The Proposed Automatic Labeling
System
We have implemented the proposed Domain-Independent Automatic Labeling System (DIALS), as a part of
a larger project, which aims to develop an end-to-end
social media analytical system to facilitate and gain
intelligence for business-related applications. This paper presents part of the research project so far undertaken. We develop a tool called DIALS, which will help
us to automatically label the training corpus for developing a supervised machine learning model in the next
stage of the development. Overall, DIALS takes written
reviews, feedback and/or posts as an input to produce
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a labeled dataset (positive or negative). The system
first extracts sentiment words using the known initial
lexical database seeded with 6800 words with known
sentiment orientation [15]. First, we use this dictionary to compute the SO of each target word; a detail
explanation is given below. If any target word from the
given text is not found in the lexical database, we use an
online search to compute the co-occurrence of target
words with positive and negative contextual words to
estimate the semantic orientation. Once, SO of the target word is calculated, it is added in the initial lexicon
with its SO to dynamically expand the list of words and
phrases in the lexicon. This iterative process continues
occurrence of target words with positive and negative
until
no new
words’
SO canthebesemantic
calculated
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tarcontextual
words
to estimate
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get
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and date/time. The reason for selecting Spatio-temporal tagged text is to allow users to visualize and query
valuable information across different dimensions in
the next stage. Before analyzing these reviews, the following pre-processing steps have been applied in given
order to achieve the best possible results.
Tokenization is performed in the first step, where
tokens of the character streams are generated from
a given text by splitting the text at every blank space.
Characters without any semantic information are removed, including commas, semicolons, stop words,
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The process repeats iteratively until the given dataset
is fully labeled. This step is purely dependent on the
availability of the target words in the initial lexicon.
One of the most significant disadvantages of the lexicon-based methods is that the predefined lexicons are
often unreliable, as they are either created manually
or built automatically. Hence, it is practically impossible to have all words across all domains in a single
dictionary. It is quite likely that some words from
the given text are not available in the lexicon; hence,
they whether labeled incorrectly or not labeled at all.
To address such problems, we have integrated websearch with the lexicon-based method.
To do so, we have extended the lexicon-based method
by integrating the web-based PMI statistics inspired
by Turney’s [41] work to handle missing words in the
lexicon. If the sentiment finder module fails to find
the matching term in the lexicon, it automatically
constructs a query (“target word” AND “reference
word”) and issues that query to a search engine to find
the association of target words with positive and negative reference words. The positive and negative reference words are selected randomly from the initial
lexicon. The SO of the target word is then calculated
by computing the difference of the word with positive and negative reference words. More specifically,
the target word is assigned a numeric value by taking
the mutual information between the target word and
related reference words. The SO of the target word is
positive when it is strongly associated with positive
reference words and negative when it is strongly associated with negative reference words. Besides, to
assess the sentiment orientation, the numerical value
also indicates the strength of the SO. The proposed approach is different from the Turney’s work [41] in the
sense that we extract words from the given text to find
their positive or negative association with the randomly selected positive and negative words. Whereas,
Turney [41], extracted the phrases that contain adjectives or adverbs to find their association with the fix
positive and negative words “excellent” and “poor”.
His purpose is to classify a review at run time by taking a review as an input and producing a classification
label as recommended or not recommended.
However, Turney’s [41] work does not report the SO
of each word or phrase; instead, it only gives the classification result of each review. Since the purpose
of the proposed approach is not to classify the given
text as positive or negative on the go but to find the
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for negation words such as “not, never, no, un, dis, im, in, ir”
where p(word1, word2) is the probability that word1 and word2
which serve to reverse the meaning. We have prepared a list
occur together. The log-ratio between p(word1, word2) and
of such words. Our algorithm handles the negation by
p(word1) p(word2) measures the degree of statistical
detecting these words and reversing SO of the given sentence
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from positive to negative, and vice versa,
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following rule:
other.
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Output: Labeled Text: SO ( Ti )
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Negation Positive  Negative, e.g., “not good”
following rule:
Negation Neutral  Negative, e.g., “never worked”.
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i)

∀ wordsi ∈ Ti

For wordi in Ti , where i = 1 − n

If wordi ∈ positive list
Add wordi to the positive column in the LX(PosWords)
8. Else if wordi ∈ negative list
9. Add wordi to the negative column in LX (NegWords)
10. Else If wordi ∈ Negation Words list then
11. Apply negation rules
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n
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1
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16.
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18.
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zon products “camera”
As shown in Figure 3, the system has extracted positive

“I’m
in high
school,
this since
camera
what
words
“perfect”
and and
“funny”,
the is
SOperfect
of thesefor
words
I use
around
in my
pocket
can
founditinfor,
the carrying
predefined it
lexicon,
so only
based
on theso
SOI of
these
two words,
the overall
polarity
given text
take
pictures
whenever
I want
to, ofofmya friends
andisof
calculated
as that
“positive”.
Hence, for the reviews whose
funny
things
happen”.
words’ SO is found in the predefined lexicon, the system is

Asstraightforward
shown in Figure
3, the system has extracted posiand fast.
Figure
4 shows
that theand
user“funny”,
can upload
the dataset
from
any
tive
words
“perfect”
since
the SO
of these
business
domain
in predefined
the excel file,
and thesosystem
can
words
found
in the
lexicon,
only based
calculate the SO of each text in bulk. Download functionality
is provided to facilitate users to export labeled datasets that
can be used to train any classifier without any user
Figure 3
involvement to further annotate the data.
Polarity detection of free text using DIALS
Figure 3
Polarity detection of free text using DIALS
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8,490,000

25,700,000
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4. The
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System
Prototype

BasedHits
onposthe algorithm
above,0.81300813
we have developed
a
1.4669260
0.5855172
Hits
neg
Domain-Independent
Automatic Labeling System
(DIALS), a working prototype of the labeling system
 Hitspos  0.5527961
depicted
In general,-0.29865832
the system-0.7722164
provides
log2 in Figure
 1.(positive)
(negative)
(negative)
Hits
neg 

an interface that helps users to get the labeled data
without requiring extensive linguistic knowledge or
large manually labeled training dataset. The system
is made
available
for fellow
researchers
and can be
4. The
Proposed
System
Prototype
found
on
the
following
link:
https://pybanner.kfu.edu.
Based on the algorithm above, we have developed a DomainIndependent Automatic Labeling System (DIALS), a working
sa/pybanner2014/opinion/.
prototype of the labeling system depicted in Figure 1. In

Figures
3-4thepresent
step byanstep
procedure
of users
usingto
general,
system a
provides
interface
that helps
the get
system
to
analyze
SO
of
a
given
text.
The
input
to
the labeled data without requiring extensive linguistic
large manually
labeled training
dataset.
The
the knowledge
system isorunlabeled
text crawled
from the
online
system
is made
available for
fellow researchers
and can
review
sites
on selected
keywords.
The system
canbe
found
on
the
following
link:
process
and
label
input
text
in
two
different
ways.
Ushttps://pybanner.kfu.edu.sa/pybanner2014/opinion/.
ers Figures
can provide
free text
and
func3-4 present
a step
byuse
step“Analyze
proceduretext”
of using
the

system to analyze SO of a given text. The input to the system
7
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experiments on the dataset generated through different social
sites. Since we developed the system to facilitate the businessrelated intelligent applications, we have tested it intensively
on Saudi Telecom related data collected from Twitter. The
Information Technology and Control
following examples show how the2020/1/49
system computes the
polarity of text using the predefined lexicon and Web search.
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Tweet1 = “STC customer care, you have the worst customer

word in the tweet and search the preon the SO of these two words, the overall polarity of Scan
serviceeach
ever”.
a given text is calculated as “positive”. Hence, for the defined lexicon to find the SO of each target word in
Scangiven
each text
wordand
in the
tweet
and search
predefined
lexicon
then
calculate
thetheSO
of the given
reviews whose words’ SO is found in the predefined the
to find the SO of each target word in the given text and then
lexicon, the system is straightforward and fast.
text
as follows:
Issue
a query
to the Yahoo search engine to find the number
calculate the SO of the given text as follows:

Figure 4 shows that the user can upload the data- of retrieved documents Hitspos.
n
n
set from any business domain in the excel file, and Hitspos
= hits
(“intolerant”
and
“excellent”) ) −
(Tweet
( PosWords
( NegWords )
SO
i) =
the system can calculate the SO of each text in bulk. Issue a query to Yahoo search
1
engine to find the1 number of
Download functionality is provided to facilitate users retrieved documents Hitsneg
+ve, so > 0
to export labeled datasets that can be used to train any
Hitsneg
= (hits
(“intolerant”
.
SO
Tweet
i ) =  and “poor”)
classifier without any user involvement to further an-ve, so < 0

Calculate the SO “intolerant” with positive and negative
notate the data.

∑

Figure 4
Polarity
Figure 4detection of text in bulk using DIALS

Polarity detection of text in bulk using DIALS

∑

reference
words
Equations
(4)-(6):
Output:
SOusing
(Tweet
1) = negative

Output: SO (Tweet ) = negative

1
SO (“intolerant”)
= 8,490,000
/14,500,000
= 0.5855172
Tweet2 =“what
an intolerant
customer
representative”

Tweet2 =“what an intolerant customer representative”

(SO)this
= log
= -0.7722164
log2 For
2 (0.5855172)
tweet
word “intolerant”
was not found in the lexicon;

For this tweet word “intolerant” was not found in

the the
system
used the isWeb
to first calculate
usingtherefore,
Equation (7),
SO ofhas
“intolerant”
set assearch
negative.
the
lexicon;
therefore,
the system
has as
used
the Web
SO of
“intolerant”
as positive
or negative
follow:
Thesearch
system to
automatically
created
of the word
first calculate
SOtheof entry
“intolerant”
as positive
 (intolerant)
wordialong
intolerant
with its SO in the initial lexicon. Over time,
or negative as follow:
lexicon will become enriched with more domain-specific
Issue a query to the Yahoo search engine to find the number
words,
andi 
dependency
on the Web search will become less.
word
(intolerant)
of retrieved
documents Hitspos.
Hence, we will be able to avoid Web
search and substantial
Issue atime
query
to the Yahoo search engine to find the
processing
of results.
Hitspos = hits
(“intolerant” and “excellent”)
number
retrieved
documents
pos. query
Figures
5-6 of
show
the retrieved
results Hits
for the
Issue a by
query
to Yahoo
search
engine
to find
the number of
constructed
the
system
for
the
word
“intolerant”
Hits
(“intolerant”
and “excellent”)with
pos = hits
retrieved
documents
Hits
neg
reference words “excellent” and “poor” using the Yahoo
Issue
a query to Yahoo search engine to find the numsearch
engine.
Hits
neg = hits (“intolerant” and “poor”)

ber5of retrieved documents Hitsneg
Figure
Calculate
thea SO
“intolerant”
with positive
Query
results= hits
with
search
term and
positively
associatedand negative
Hits
(“intolerant”
and
“poor”)
neg
reference
words
using
Equations
(4)-(6):
words
Calculate the SO “intolerant” with positive and negative reference words using Equations (4)-(6):

SO (“intolerant”) = 8,490,000 /14,500,000 = 0.5855172
log2 (SO) = log2 (0.5855172) = -0.7722164
using Equation (7), the SO of “intolerant” is set as
negative.
To test this functionality, we used the DIALS to run several

experiments
on functionality,
the dataset generated
social to
To
test this
wethrough
used different
the DIALS
sites.
Since
we
developed
the
system
to
facilitate
the
businessrun several experiments on the dataset generated
related intelligent applications, we have tested it intensively
through
social
Since
developed
on Saudi different
Telecom related
datasites.
collected
from we
Twitter.
The
the
system
to facilitate
thethe
business-related
intelfollowing
examples
show how
system computes the
ligent
have tested
it intensively
polarityapplications,
of text using thewe
predefined
lexicon and
Web search. on
Saudi Telecom related data collected from Twitter.
Tweet
care,show
you have
thethe
worst
customer
1 = “STC customer
The
following
examples
how
system
comservice ever”.
putes the polarity of text using the predefined lexiScanand
eachWeb
wordsearch.
in the tweet and search the predefined lexicon
con
to find the SO of each target word in the given text and then

Tweet
“STC
customer
care,
have the worst cus1 = the
calculate
SO of
the given text
as you
follows:
tomer service ever”.


SO(Tweeti )

n

n

1

1

 ( PosWords)   ( NegWords)

ve, so  0
SO(Tweeti )  
.
-ve, so  0
Output: SO (Tweet1) = negative
Tweet2 =“what an intolerant customer representative”

The system automatically created the entry of the
word intolerant along with its SO in the initial lexicon. Over time, lexicon will become enriched with
more domain-specific words, and dependency on the
Web search will become less. Hence, we will be able
to avoid Web search and substantial processing time
of results.
Figures 5-6 show the retrieved results for the query
constructed by the system for the word “intolerant”
with reference words “excellent” and “poor” using the
Yahoo search engine.
Figure 6

Figure 6
Query res
words

intolerant along with its SO in the initial lexicon. Over time,
lexicon will become enriched with more domain-specific
words, and dependency on the Web search will become less.
Hence, we will be able to avoid Web search and substantial
processing time of results.
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Figures 5-6 show the retrieved results for the query
constructed by the system for the word “intolerant” with
reference words “excellent” and “poor” using the Yahoo
search
Figureengine.
5
Query
results
with a search term and positively associated
Figure 5
Query
wordsresults with a search term and positively associated
words

rst customer

ined lexicon
ext and then
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Figure 6
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Query results with a search term and negatively associated
words

Table 2
Experimental results

6. Empirical Evaluation
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5. Evaluation of the DIALS
Performance

6. Evaluation of the DIALS
Performance
To evaluate the effectiveness of the DIALS, we have
manually labeled 300 positive and 200 negatives
tweets collected for Saudi Telecom Companies
(STC). We tested the system on the unlabeled tweets,
and results were compared with the manually labeled
dataset. It was observed that the Tweets having all
words available in the lexicon are always classified
correctly, hence giving 100% accuracy. However, 17
out of 500 Tweets are incorrectly classified using the
Web search, giving an accuracy of 94.33%. An example set used for testing the DIALS is shown in Table 2.
The first column in the table shows few Tweets where
Web corpus has been used to calculate the labels, the
second column shows results obtained through the
system, and third and fourth columns show whether the system has labeled the Tweets correctly or
incorrectly. It can be observed from the results that
the majority of Tweets are labeled by the system correctly; only 5% of tweets are labeled incorrectly. One
reason for incorrectly labeled might be the fact that
we computed the unknown word polarity in correlation with few extreme positive and negative words

run several
ferent social
he businessintensively
Twitter. The
omputes the
Web search.

ords )
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the DIALS, we have manually
labeled 300 positive and 200 negatives tweets collected for
Saudi Telecom Companies (STC). We tested the system on the
unlabeled tweets, and results were compared with the
manually labeled dataset. It was observed that the Tweets
having all words available in the lexicon are always classified
correctly, hence giving 100% accuracy. However, 17 out of

DIALS
We evaluated
the prediction performance
of DIALS
and
Tweets
Correct
Incorrect
Results
compared it with the baseline-lexicon-based [38] and
machine
learning
[30] algorithms using the real-world
nice
service
at affordable
positive
√ to evaluate
datasets of three different domains.
The reason
prices
the proposed system on three different datasets is to verify its
his
comments
were
very domains and completely unseen
portability
across
multiple
positive
√
appropriate
at the time.
data.
Theman
first is
dataset
we have used to test the baseline algorithms
the
currently
positive
is collected from Amazon product
reviews. √
A collection of
employed
1000 reviews on four products, including digital camera,
the
company released
smartphones,
printer, and Bluetooth device, has been
their
critically
√
collected.
Thisacclaimed
domain ispositive
relatively convenient
for
experiment purposes because of the availability of a large
2007
collection of such online reviews and overall summarization
a bright and bubbly
of the user’s opinion in the form
of a 1 to 5-star rating system,
negative
√
personality
where 5-star rating indicates highly positive review and 1star big-hearted
indicates highly
the
bunch negative review. For evaluation
purposes,
we have
automatically
extracted ratings to prepare
have
decided
to donate
negative
√
the labeled dataset for these 1000 reviews. Hence, we did not
money

need to tag this dataset manually. Results generated by the
DIALS are compared with the labeled dataset to measure the
overall accuracy of each algorithm selected for comparison.
For this dataset, we extracted the textual information from
the original HTML document format. For text processing, we
removed punctuation, numbers, special characters, stop
words, and lowercase the capital letters. We built a
vocabulary of 2500 words by selecting the most frequent
words.
In the second dataset, we collected 1000 movie reviews from
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and there might be the possibility that unknown word
does not appear with these words. In the future, we
will compute the correlation with other less positive
and less negative words to improve the accuracy of
the algorithm.

7. Empirical Evaluation
We evaluated the prediction performance of DIALS
and compared it with the baseline-lexicon-based
[38] and machine learning [30] algorithms using the real-world datasets of three different domains. The reason
to evaluate the proposed system on three different datasets is to verify its portability across multiple domains
and completely unseen data.
The first dataset we have used to test the baseline algorithms is collected from Amazon product reviews.
A collection of 1000 reviews on four products, including digital camera, smartphones, printer, and Bluetooth device, has been collected. This domain is relatively convenient for experiment purposes because
of the availability of a large collection of such online
reviews and overall summarization of the user’s opinion in the form of a 1 to 5-star rating system, where
5-star rating indicates highly positive review and 1star indicates highly negative review. For evaluation
purposes, we have automatically extracted ratings to
prepare the labeled dataset for these 1000 reviews.
Hence, we did not need to tag this dataset manually.
Results generated by the DIALS are compared with
the labeled dataset to measure the overall accuracy
of each algorithm selected for comparison. For this
dataset, we extracted the textual information from
the original HTML document format. For text processing, we removed punctuation, numbers, special
characters, stop words, and lowercase the capital letters. We built a vocabulary of 2500 words by selecting
the most frequent words.
In the second dataset, we collected 1000 movie reviews from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb).
After text processing, a vocabulary of 3000 words is
generated. To train a machine learning algorithm and
performance comparison, we used the tagged dataset
for a movie review from the polarity dataset provided
by Pang et al. [30] available at http://www.cs.cornell.
edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/. We randomly
selected 500 positive and 500 negative reviews.
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For the third dataset, we collected 1000 Tweets for a
business-centric application (Saudi Telecom Company); after preprocessing, we generated a vocabulary of 1500 words. To evaluate the performance of
the baseline algorithm and DIALS on this dataset, we
manually labeled 300 positives and 200 negatives. We
compared the results generated by the system with
the manually labeled dataset.
For supervised learning algorithms, it is essential to
perform training and testing on separate datasets
where the training dataset is transformed into features
that appeared in the text to train the classifier, and the
testing dataset is used to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the classifier. Therefore, we divided our dataset
into five equal-sized bins, each containing balanced
class distributions to train and test the classifier using 5-fold cross-validation with both Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Maximum Entropy (ME) algorithms. However, for the lexicon-based method, such
cross-validation was not applicable since we used the
predefined lexicon to derive the semantic orientation
of the text instead of learning from the text features as
in the case of supervised learning methods.
Results from all datasets were obtained by formulating a binary classification task to predict the polarity
of each review using traditional lexicon-based and
machine learning methods and compared their prediction performance with the DIALS. Since, labeling
data manually and training baseline algorithms take
much time, we choose a smaller dataset size of 1000
reviews for each dataset. We ran both baseline algorithms on these three datasets one by one and compared results with DIALS to assess how well each algorithm accurately predicts the correct label.
For evaluation, we compared experimental results
with the following most relevant machine learning
methods.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs): The majority
of text classification research built SVMs, trained
on a particular dataset using features such as unigram, bigram and/ or part-of-speech labels, and have
proven very effective in natural language processing
applications [29, 35]. The idea behind the classification procedure is to find a hyperplane to separate the
document vectors in one class from others. SVMs has
been largely used baseline method to build sentiment
classifier. For example, Pang et al. [30] used SVM to
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classify a movie review dataset as recommended or
not recommended; Zhang et al. [44] and Go et al. [14]
used SVM for Twitter sentiment analysis problem.
Maximum Entropy (ME): ME is another stateof-the-art classification technique which has been
successfully applied to many natural language applications such as text classification, Named Entity
Recognition (NER), and Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging [10, 14, 28, 30, 32]. ME estimates the conditional distribution of the class label on given documents.
In a two-class problem, the idea is finding the correct
class label over feature distributions such as unigram
or bigram.
We havetheir
selected
Pangperformance
et al. [30] sentiment
methods
and compared
prediction
with the
classification
system
for
movie
review
due
to the
DIALS. Since, labeling data manually and
training
baseline
availability
of
datasets.
algorithms take much time, we choose a smaller dataset size
of 1000
reviews for each
dataset.
boththe
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For lexicon-based
methods,
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haveran
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followalgorithms
on
these
three
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one
by
one
and
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results with DIALS to assess how well each algorithm
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predicts theSystem
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feature-based
For method
evaluation,
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analysis.machine
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association
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Support
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text a
extract
frequent
features
using aThe
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phraseoffrom
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built SVMs,
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on a used
particular
given review.
Frequent
features
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to exdataset using features such as unigram, bigram and/ or part-oftract potential opinion words (adjectives only) using
speech labels, and have proven very effective in natural
WordNet
[23] synonym/antonym
conjunction
language
processing
applications [29, 35].in
The
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example, Pang et al. [30] used SVM to classify a movie review
Semantic Orientation CALculator (SO-CAL): SOdataset as recommended or not recommended; Zhang et al.
proposed
Taboada
[44]CAL
and is
Goa lexicon-based
et al. [14] usedmethod
SVM for
Twitterby
sentiment
et al.problem.
[38]. It uses a list of seeded words and phrases
analysis
with their
associated
and then
uses these
Maximum
Entropy
(ME):orientation
ME is another
state-of-the-art
classification
technique
which has
successfully
seeded words
to compute
thebeen
sentiment
scoreapplied
of each
to document.
many natural language applications such as text
classification, Named Entity Recognition (NER), and Part-ofWe evaluated the performance of the machine learnSpeech (POS) tagging [10, 14, 28, 30, 32]. ME estimates the
ing anddistribution
the lexicon-based
method
standard
conditional
of the class
label onusing
giventhe
documents.
measures
In aevaluation
two-class problem,
the of
ideaaccuracy,
is finding precision,
the correct recall,
class
To cross-verify
theunigram
results,orwe
compared
labeland
overF-Score.
feature distributions
such as
bigram.
We
havethe
selected
Pang
et al. [30]
classification
results
generated
bysentiment
these algorithms
withsystem
the lafor movie
the availability
of datasets.of baselines
beled review
datasetdue
fortoeach
domain. Accuracy
For machine
lexicon-based
methods,
we
have
found
following
two
learning and lexicon-basedthemethods
for
the
most relevant opinion mining systems:
selected datasets are shown in Table 3 and Figure 7.
Feature-Based System (FBS): FBS is a lexicon-based
We selected
features
to train
the machine
method
proposed bigram
by Hu and
Liu [15]
for feature-based
sentiment
analysis.
It uses
association
rule mining
extract
learning
models
to look
for negation
wordstoand
more
frequent
featuresinformation
using a nounin
phrase
fromAccuracy
a given review.
contextual
general.
results
Frequent
are then
extract potential
opinion
showfeatures
that SVM
and used
ME to
outperform
lexicon-based
words
(adjectives
only)
using
WordNet
models when the model is trained and tested on a[23]
sinsynonym/antonym in conjunction with the set of seed words
gle
domain,
e.g.,
when
the
model
is
trained
and
test
to find actual opinion words. The SO of each word ison
aggregated into a single score to predict the SO of each
opinionated sentence.
Semantic Orientation CALculator (SO-CAL): SO-CAL is
a lexicon-based method proposed by Taboada et al. [38]. It
uses a list of seeded words and phrases with their associated
orientation and then uses these seeded words to compute the
sentiment score of each document.
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Table 3
Accuracy of baseline methods
Accuracy Evaluation
Methods

Product
Reviews

Movie
Reviews

Tweets

SVM

0.84

0.86

0.65

ME

0.81

0.86

0.62

FBS

0.78

0.80

0.76

SO-CAL

0.80

0.68

0.83

DIALS

0.90

0.86

0.94

DIALS

0.90

0.86

0.94

Figure 7
Graphical
Figure
7 representation of the accuracy of baseline
methods representation of the accuracy of baseline methods
Graphical

We selected bigram features to train the machine learning
producttoreview.
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look forHowever,
negation when
words we
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chine
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on
movie
reviews
and
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on
information in general. Accuracy results show that SVM and
product
reviews
and the Tweets
dataset,
ME
outperform
lexicon-based
models
whenwe
theobserved
model is
trained
and dropped
tested on abysingle
e.g., when
the model
accuracy
45%,domain,
and recall
decreased
by
is
trained
and we
test were
on product
However,
when we
17%.
Hence,
able toreview.
conclude
that machine
trained
theapproaches
machine learning
movie reviewsporand
learning
suffermodel
fromoncross-domain
tested on product reviews and the Tweets dataset, we
tability and do not apply in our case of developing a
observed accuracy dropped by 45%, and recall decreased by
system
for cross-domain
applications.
17%.
Hence,
we were able tobusiness
conclude that
machine learning
approaches
sufferhand,
from cross-domain
portability
not
On the other
the effectiveness
of and
any do
lexiapply
in our case
of developing
a system of
forthe
cross-domain
con-method
depends
on the richness
underlybusiness
applications.
ing lexicon;
therefore, much research has been done
On
the otherthe
hand,
the effectiveness
lexicon-method
to enrich
underlying
lexiconofbyany
considering
endepends on the richness of the underlying lexicon; therefore,
hancements
in
linguistic
features.
Lexicon-based
much research has been done to enrich the underlying lexicon
methods
results
reported in
Table 3 show
consistent
by
considering
enhancements
in linguistic
features.
Lexiconaccuracy
across
all datasets,
which
that the
based
methods
results
reported in
Tablesuggests
3 show consistent
lexicon-based
outperform
machine
accuracy
across allsystem
datasets,could
which suggests
that the
lexiconbased
system
could for
outperform
machine learning
methods
learning
methods
the cross-domain
datasets
since
for
the cross-domain
datasets
sincerely
lexicon-based
methods
lexicon-based
methods
do not
on the quality
of
do not rely on the quality of training data. On the Twitter
dataset, both SVM and ME have shown a low accuracy (0.65,
0.62), one possibility might be the lack of sufficient training
examples.
Among lexicon-based methods, FBS outperformed SO-CAL
on movie reviews by 12% higher accuracy and
underperformed on the Twitter dataset by 17% lower
accuracy. DIALS outperformed both FBS and SO-CAL in
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training data. On the Twitter dataset, both SVM and
ME have shown a low accuracy (0.65, 0.62), one possibility might be the lack of sufficient training examples.
Among lexicon-based methods, FBS outperformed
SO-CAL on movie reviews by 12% higher accuracy
and underperformed on the Twitter dataset by 17%
lower accuracy. DIALS outperformed both FBS and
SO-CAL in the accuracy measure of 10–12% on product reviews, 10-14% on movie reviews, and 11-18% on
Twitter datasets. The higher accuracy of the DIALS
is due to the integration of Web-based PMI statistics
for calculating SO of the missing words in the underlying lexicon. Whereas, both FBS and SO-CAL, either
incorrectly label or label as neutral for the text with
missing words in the underlying dictionary.
Tables 4-6 show precision, recall, and F-score of baseline methods on three datasets selected for empirical
evaluation, also results are reported graphically in
Figures 8-10 for visual interpretation.
DIALS has shown a 12-14% increase in precision
over baseline machine learning and lexicon-based
methods on product and movie review datasets. The
precision of machine learning is slightly higher on
the product and movie review dataset as compared to
the Twitter dataset, perhaps due to the availability of
sufficient training data on these two domains. However, for Twitter dataset DIALS has shown 24-26%
higher precision over machine learning methods, due
to unique features of Twitter data and lack of training
data to train machine learning algorithms on Twitter
dataset. The precision of both lexicon-based methods
across all datasets is very close to DIALS (only 10-12%
higher), but the recall of DIALS is significantly higher than FBS and SO-CAL. DIALS has outperformed
FBS by 18% and SO-CAL by 28% higher in recall on
the product review dataset. On movie review, dataset
DIALS has shown 38% higher recall as compared to
FBS and 29% higher than SO-CAL. On Twitter, dataset DIALS has shown 32% higher recall over FBS and
23% higher over SO-CAL. The significantly higher
recall for DIALS over FBS and SO-CAL is due to the
following two main differences:
DIALS extract adjectives, adverbs, and negation
words to handle contextual information, whereas
FBS only uses adjectives from a text as features, and
SO-CAL uses a list of seeded words to calculate the
SO of unknown words.
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Additionally, DIALS uses Web-based PMI statistics
by considering the entire Web as a corpus to compute
SO of unknown words; therefore, able to identify the
SO of a large percentage of text. On the other hand,
FBS and SO-CAL either ignore the text with missing
or unknown words in the underlying lexicon or label
them neutral.
Table 4
Precision, recall, and F-score on product reviews
Amazon Product Reviews
Methods

Precision

Recall

F-Score

SVM

0.838

0.805

0.82

ME

0.827

0.773

0.735

FBS

0.863

0.656

0.673

SO-CAL

0.896

0.738

0.720

DIALS

0.924

0.917

0.926

Table 5
Precision, recall, and F-score on movie reviews
Movie Reviews
Methods

Precision

Recall

F-Score

SVM

0.827

0.784

0.805

ME

0.802

0.679

0.735

FBS

0.843

0.56

0.673

SO-CAL

0.809

0.65

0.7201

DIALS

0.913

0.94

0.926

Table 6
Precision, recall, and F-score on the Twitter dataset
Tweets Dataset
Methods

Precision

Recall

F-Score

SVM

0.783

0.734

0.756

ME

0.684

0.694

0.689

FBS

0.84

0.58

0.687

SO-CAL

0.864

0.67

0.754

DIALS

0.943

0.90

0.9217
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Figure 8
Graphical representation of precision, recall, and F-score
on product reviews

Table 4
Precision, recall, and F-score on movie reviews
Movie Reviews
Precision
Recall F-Score
Methods
SVM
ME
FBS
SO-CAL
DIALS

0.827
0.802
0.843
0.809
0.913

0.784
0.679
0.56
0.65
0.94

0.805
0.735
0.673
0.7201
0.926

SVM
ME
FBS
SO-CAL
DIALS

0.827
0.802
0.843
0.809
0.913

0.784
0.679
0.56
0.65
0.94

0.805
0.735
0.673
0.7201
0.926

Table 4
Figure 9
Precision,
recall, and F-score on movie reviews
Figure
9 representation
Graphical
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Recall
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Methods
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Figure 9
Graphical representation precision, recall, and F-score on
movie reviews

Table 5
Figure 10
Precision, recall, and F-score on the Twitter dataset
Graphical representation of precision, recall, and F-score
Tweets Dataset
on the Twitter dataset
Methods Precision Recall
F-Score
SVM
ME
FBS
SO-CAL
Table 5
DIALS

0.783
0.684
0.84
0.864
0.943

0.734
0.694
0.58
0.67
0.90

0.756
0.689
0.687
0.754
0.9217

FBS
SO-CAL
DIALS

0.84
0.864
0.943

0.58
0.67
0.90

0.687
0.754
0.9217

Precision, recall, and F-score on the Twitter dataset
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Figure 10
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Graphical
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Figure 10
Graphical representation of precision, recall, and F-score on
the Twitter dataset

7. Conclusion and Future Work
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In this research, we have developed a purely unsupervised and
domain-independent system called DIALS to automate the
process of labeling large amounts of business-specific reviews
generated by customers on different online sites. The labeled
dataset can then be used to summarize customer reviews
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Although DIALS enhances recall significantly by integrating massive text corpus from Web as compared
to existing lexicon-based approaches, which mainly
use a manually built dictionary; however, PMI computation to collect Web statistics requires a set of
search engine queries to get hit counts for every unknown word and requires a substantial amount of
computation to process the retrieved results. This
computation certainly increases the run time as compared to simple lexicon-based approaches, which are
generally superior in terms of performance. However,
by integrating the lexicon-based method, the system
does not need web-based PMI computation for every
iteration due to the following two reasons. First, most
of the common words are already available in the predefined lexicon applicable to all domains, for which
the system does not need any additional computation. Second, when deployed in a specific business
application, initially, the system may need to label domain-dependent unknown words with the help of the
search engine. However, once such words are continuously resolved and added to the predefined lexicon
automatically, over time, the performance overhead
due to web-based PMI computation might decrease.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this research, we have developed a purely unsupervised and domain-independent system called DIALS
to automate the process of labeling large amounts of
business-specific reviews generated by customers on
different online sites. The labeled dataset can then
be used to summarize customer reviews without any
further need for development and/or can be used as a
training corpus for text classification in any domain.
We have adopted lexicon and Web-based PMI statisReferences
tics
by considering Web as a massive text corpus to
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Moreover, the system can be easily adaptable to any
business application to track online discussion and
generate sentiment timelines.
The main finding of our work is that the lexicon-based
methods are robust, perform better on cross-domain
datasets, and can be easily enhanced with multiple
sources of knowledge as compared to the machine
learning methods. However, we could not get the full
benefit of such systems unless underlying lexicon is
fully enriched with language constructs, rules and
usage patterns, (which is not often the case, since, it
takes strenuous manual annotation to develop such
lexicon), which causes significant difficulties for existing lexicon-based methods. In the proposed approach, we managed to overcome some linguistic
limitations of the lexicon-based method by utilizing

2020/1/49

external evidence in the form of Web PMI statistics
to find the SO of a review in an effective way. However,
the system is still in its infancy and needs further research on fine-grain discourse analysis, such as finding SO of sub-topics, extraction of comparative sentences, analysis on additional contextual information,
pronoun resolution, and idiomatic phrases. We plan
to address these fine-grain discourse analyses as part
of future research. Additionally, we plan to extend the
system to develop an unsupervised text classifier for
Arabic text classification and summarization.
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